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SUMMARY 
A dilatometer type apparatus ha.s been used to measure the swelling 
pressure developed in a small coal sample during oarbonisation at constant 
volume. A standard test procedure is outlined and the appara~ls specified. 
Two types of results are given. In the first no corrections are made for 
effects not associated with the coal. These results, characteristic of 
the apparatus and standard test conditions, can be used as a quantitative 
measure of the swelling properties of coals, and are reproducible to~ ~. 
In the second set of results elimination of such effects is attempted. 
r The values so obtained are for the pressure at a point in a coal change 
~~oughout carbonisation. 
These results show that swelling pressure occurs at lower temperatures 
than the associated property of volume increase, and is not due to volatile 
evolution through the plastic coal as the latter property is. The 
temperatur~ )at which the maximum swelling pressure occurs is rank dependent 
and has a range 200-350°C in the rarik range investigated. The magnitude 
of this m..1.ximum swelling pressure also increases with rarik,. 
It is also shown that considerable sl'Wi:nl<age occurs in the coal sample 
after the maximum swelling pressure is developed. 
The results are correlated with the BSS 1016 Crucible Swelling Test 
Scale and experimental data is extrapolated in an attempt to obtain equivalent 
swelling number values for the arbitrary 9+, 9++, 9+++ designations at present 
used for high-swelling New Zealand coals. Values of 11~, 1~, 1~~ respec-
tively are predicted. Prediction of equivalent swelling nwnbers is also 
made using a percentage swelling - ultimate analysis formula. Similar 
values are obtained. 
The correlations show swelling properties to have a second order 
dependence on swelling number. The results before correction for 
extraneous effects show an exponential dependence on swelling number. 
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I xNTRODUCTIOl'l 
While a considerable amount of work has been done and continues to 
be done on the investigation of New Zealand coals~ the greater proportion 
of this work is related to technological problems of utilization. Any 
information concerning fundamental coal properties has been incidental to 
solving the particular utilization problem encountered. Sue~ was the 
case in the comprehensive sUl"'V'ey of the dominion's coal resources undertaken 
by the Geological Sw."Vey and the Mines Department for which the Dominion 
Labora.tor,y carried out sample analysis. 
Suggate (1) in his D.S.I.R. Bulletin considers the result.s of this 
ana~tical work objective~ and quite extensively in relating the properties 
of the coals found in New Zealand to their geologioal setting and history .. 
He shows the unique natw."e of our coals with respect to overseas coals and 
shows that certain differences must be recognised when results of overseas 
research are used in considering New Zealand coals.. For this reason 
a systematio investiga:tion of fundamental New Zealand coal propel .. tias is 
desirable and offers DRtch scope ~or research. 
The present work was initiated to investigate a problem in utilization, 
namely the problem of excessive swelling and pressut•e development during 
carbonisa.tion .. The unique position of New Zealand coals in any consider-
ation of the world coal resoU2~ces is nowhere more evident than in the 
related properties of swelling (volume exp...<~.nsion dut"ing heating at constant 
pressut"e) and pressure development (during heating at constant volume) .. 
Certain New Zealand coals show swelling properties greater ~~n those 
encountered in coals from any other world coalfield .. 
An arbitrary description of these swelling properties has been attempted 
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in terms of the well established BSS 1016 Crucible Swelling Number test 
which defines swelling properties by means of the profiles of the coke 
buttons formed by carbonisation under the standard conditions described 
in BSS 1016 (2). The profiles designated 1~9 (fig. 1) represent a progres-
sive percent volume increase in the coal sample carbonised in the test 
crucible. The arbitrary profile descriptions 9+, 9++, 9+++ for coals with 
swelling properties greater than those represented by 9 on the standard 
scale are shown in fig. 2 and are due to the Coal Research Section of the 
Dominion Laboratory of the N.Z. D.S.I.R. (3). They represent evenly spaced 
increases in volume between the coke button 9 and a completely filled 
"bl 9+++ cruel. e • 
For buttons >6-~ it can be seen that free swelling is to some extent 
restricted, and that this restriction becomes more critical in the > 9 region 
is, shown by the lip on butt~ns 9+ and 9++. 
Therefore while giving a reasonab~ reproducible qualitative measure 
of the swelling properties of a coal the crucible swelling test cannot be 
considered to give a quantitative measUl•e of swelling for coals of button 
numbers greater than ~. Moreover, for the particular problem under 
consideration the pressure developed by a coal charge during oarbonisation 
was the factor of interest and the relationship of pressure developed to 
crucible swelling number for any coal is not known.. Thus the crucible 
swelling test was unsatisfactory on two counts: it did not bear any known 
relationship to pressure properties so no absolute pressure values could 
be deduced from crucible swelling tests, and it gave no adequate quantita-
tive indication of relative swelling or pressure developing properties 
between coals of different crucible swelling test button numbers. 
As both absolute and relative pressure developments during carbonis-
3 
aticn were required for New Zealand nigh-swelling coals, investigation of 
a satisfaotor,y test was w1dertaken. The choice of apparatus type, its 
construction and initial operation are considered in an earlier report (4). 
Since that report some apparatus modifications suggested have been 
made and the first phase of the correlation of test results with the 
crucible swelling test scale has been attempted. It has been found that 
~1e results from the modified apparatus have been reasonably reproducible 
for the experimental conditions and are of interest not only with respect 
to the specific utilization problem which initiated the work but also for 
the information they give of the pressure and swelling properties in general 
for ~1e limited range of coals considered. In many ways the results 
presented in this thesis are inadequate in number and not sufficiently 
reproducible for definite conclusions on the general behaviour of New 
Zealand coals to be made, but they contain indications of trends in pressure 
and swelling properties which are in some eases surprising and point the way 
to the most interesting areas for further more detailed investigation of 
these fundamental coal properties. Further work is being carried out in 
~lis field, initially on the utilization problem and pretreatment before 
carbonization (4). While this work will give further general information 
more basic research into fundamental coal properties along the lines 
suggested in section VILis desirable if aey real understanding of the 
swelling pressure and associated ~sical properties of our coals is to 
result. 
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The earlier report on this wox•lc (1:.) :i:nclud.es a comprehenrdve survey 
of work in the field. o:f:' coal swelling and pressure c1.evelop:i.ng pr·CJ11Grty 
determination. Results are compared vrtth those g:t ven by workers there 
refer:r.ed to where cornparison :is legitimate. As :previously :ment;ioned .• 
New Zealand. coals are :tn many ways uniq.ue making comparison dif'fioult. 
Much of the vvork conside:ced in ref. lt- to c1o w:i. th Bri ti:::>h con.l~, which 
are carboniferous ancl orthohyd.rous. New Ze:sdand coals are, in oon1parisor1~ 
you:nger geologically (Cretaceous and Te::ctio.:cy) and of distinctive type. 
Suggate ( 1) gives the New Zealand. coal band. plottea. on axes of 
percent hydrogen and percent carbon as shovvn in fig. 3 (fig. 9 in Suggate' ;;; 
work). The displacement of the British coal band with renpect to the New 
Zealand coal band on these axes is shown ht :f'ig. 4, vthich is taken from 
Suggate's fig 34. As much of the comparal:)le li teratu:ce is b;;~.r;;ed on work 
on British ooal2., this d.isti:netion between bands. is relevant and impo:ctant 
Fig. 5 
(Suggate, fig. 24) shows lines o;[' eq]J.al r::;welling for New Zealan·:'l 
plotted on the New Zealand. coe.l band. and. Mott' :,::{ lines of equal swell:Lng :f'or 
Suggate al:so ::~hows the cor:celation of 
oalcu.J.ated and. deterrnined cruoi1)1e swelling number:.". for· the co.'Jls vvhose 
It seems :C'ro.m. 1'/Iot;t's relat::l..on for British coals as plotted that New 
Zealancl cc,als noi; only c1evelap much gra::J,ter swelling progertiefJ than Br:l:l:h\h 
coals. but also tha·b f.:\Welling p:co.pe:ctic.;s rlevelop at a lower ca.rhon percent£-lge 
and t;he of' c1evel opmen"l; with i:nc:re;;;J,;;\e carbon percentage differs 
The {t<JLlble intc:cc:ept of the 
swell:ing nurnl>er with the co<:tl h9.ar3 
Paparoa mine which yields c:oals in the regior1 of' the band. whe1.:e rapid. 
clecrease c>f' f:lwelling nmnber with i.ncrea~cdng ea:cbon percentage ocoura., 
Suggate ::~hows that this coulcl he rlue in part to incre;J.s:i:ng moistu.re c•mtent 
·with d.ecre;:;ts:lng volatile content 'i::H?.low 23/o [md. ease of' acceptance of 
mo:tsture of these coals. These f'aotors pos;.'iibly reverse the trend of.' 
resistance to weathering with rank increase in coals > 23,7fo volatile lYJJ:")tter. 
Spooner ( 6) give;:} a. revised f'orwula relating percentage swelling to 
ultimate analyElis 
../% swelling 1 000 _iH - 4.:.gl 
( 0 + 1 ) 2 
oerivecl by comp9.ring per·oentage swelling with cruc:ible swelling nmnher, 
again for British eoals. 
Suggate ( 1) shows that if S11ooner1 s f'o:r•mula :ts appliecl to the ::J.verage-
type New ZealanCl coEJ.lfi the fl!:,'"Ure;:; for percentage swelling a,t given crucible 
swelling nmnbers corresponcl fairly closely with tho~1e given by S11oone:t"' :f'or 
British coals (see table 1). If the values given "by Spooner's fonnu.la for 
New Zealand coals of cruci.'ble swelling numbers 9 t:tre a proper indication 
or relative swelling praperties _. then the inadequacy of the c:ru.oible swelling 
test for quani:;i·tative assess:ment of swelling proverties is immec1iately 
apparent. 
Sw. No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
Percerrhage Swelling 
Bri·tish Co.lls New Zealand. Con~s 
25 30 
.55 70 
90 135 
135 185 
185 265 
260 305 
350 355 
1+75 450 
615 595 
1070 
·1630 
lr050 
Su.ggate ( 1) points OL<t that the fit,rures for percerd;age swelling for· 
New 13ealand coals given by Spooner's for1wla d.o not form a true progression, 
which :tn view of. the method. of deri ve;tion is to be expected .• The departures 
fram true progression merely reflect the changes in rate of clevalo1)ment of 
swelling propertier:l between the two coal ban.Cl.s previously noted, fig. 5. 
That the point of inflection in the curve occurs in the range of swelling 
nw111::lers 6-8, see f:i.g. 6, rnay indicate that the onset of free swelling 
restriction in the cr'twible test is much more significant for New Ze:3.land. 
coals than for the BrH;irsh oo.?,lr:~ on which the test was be:1,sed. 
This lack of t~rue progre~>sion Tlk'3.kes estimation o:f' the valuefj on a 
l.inearl v e.,rte"'-d.ec)l_ "'W•"'ll ~!·1g "''"«•., e c•f' tJ1~'< 9+ 9++ +++ 
- .; "" •• '"' v ,,,,.. _, "'''""'.J. '"' ' ~ $ ' ana 9 buttons !lif'fioult0 
Suggate (loo. cit.) quotes 1~, 11~ 13 respeo·tively, but does not give 
his reasoning in arriving a,t these partim.:Uar valuesQ After the 
discontinuity in the values :ror New Zealand. coals the values appear to 

7 
follow olor;ely tho~3e f'or British coals. Fig. 6 sho-~Tv£:1 the functional 
relation for ·the British coe,ls extrapolated. ::tn 1;he 9 region with the 
swelling nurnber :?Ca.le linearly extended.* The values inaicated by this 
Figs 7, 8, which .show the data of table 1 plo·tted on log. natural and. 
log. log. scales and again e.xtrapola:t;ed, also predict these value:=: 8.!1(~ show 
that ·the progression has n.o simJ}le ex.fJonential or power function formo 
Swartzmarrn ( 8) shows the 'ro.rie.tion :Ln volume with swelling numbei'e 
His curve is exac·tly the same as that in f:l.g. 6 but is displa1Ject vertically 
by 25% swelling - the percentaee swelling 8.ssumecl by Spooner as giving 
a.gglomeration with no nett swelling* 
Calishazc.,r and Spooner ( 9) claim that the crucible swelling test can 
be used as a sensit;i,Te* test for t:he degree of' oxio.a/Gion of a coal and that 
ex_perimental figures show agreernent with the formula 
-B,~. A e Q.J 
However, they show ·that this applies only after decrease in swelling nurnber 
with oxidation ooramences; for some coals E.welling number inc:reases to e. 
maximum first, an eff'ect also noted by Kreul en ( 15). This seems to inCl.icate 
some critical oxygen content for ma.ximu\il swelling as suggestec'l by Bla.yd.en, 
et a1, ( 16) who postulates that oxygen oontent is related to the amcn.mt of 
ts.r pro:'luced. on oarboni.sa.tion a.nr1 that i.t is this tar which clete:r:~nes the 
degree of swelling. This ef;f'ect oculc1. be rela·tecl t;o the region of rapid 
i.leorea.se of swelling number with inereasing carbon per(~entage oom.pos:ttion 
seen :i.n figo .5. 
Dalahu..YJ.ty ana. Harrison ( 10) ana. Berkowitz ( 17) show that the sv1elling 
of a coal is clependent on the rate of heating and thus on the rate of phase 
'le:This is not the opinion of many other workers however, e.g. Y\J:'eulen D.J .W. 
(loo. Qit.). 
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tram;,ii·t.ion anrl volatile evolution. 
Macr•ae aml :MU:rthi ( 11) 13how ~Ghat changes in fluidity· c>:::our without 
a.etive decomposition t!;tking :place. They postulate the evolution of a 
r)la~::1ti.cizing material to the surface of the pa.:r-t:icles, a froth formation 
of this material giving a rapid initial increae.e fluidity :f.'ollovvecl by 
a oonstant rate of d.ecrease of fluic1ity as the .olaf.lticizer for1m is 
up allowing increasing mutue.l enn:li9sh.l•;,ent of ·the :reroa.in:i:ng solid 1x:trticles. 
These phenc~nena are f~hown as time depend.ent in tests made at constant 
temperature. They are er..fl]?hatic in their assertion th~;~.t no d.ecom,posi tio:n 
sigu.i..f'ied by weight loss oc<:;urs duri:ng these processes, but suggest a mild 
pyrolysis nw.y be responsilJle for f'ormr.xtion of' the plast:ici.zer. 
Waters ( 12) shcovvs tha.t f'J.uitli ty l'.m(1. decomposition are phase relatecl 
phenomena, for a coal heated to give a constant rate of' temperature increase~ 
and. that they are rank clepen(lent with re8rlect to their characteristic 
temperEttures at vvhich they become evident, ati;ain a :rfk'i\,::dmu.m value ~md 
disappear~ He show:3 also a 11 r:wftening" region similar to the region in 
which Macrae and Murthi (loo. cit) worlred .• He shows this region to 'becr)llle 
mo:ee signii'icant as the rank in•:)reaf:les ~ f'ig. 1.9A, as softening itself' is. 
independent of rank. Waters also presents evidence in support of' the 
hypothesis thEtt such softening if! a reversible phy.~:dcal change and d.oe::-: not 
represen1.; any :Corm of decorn,;tosition. Stott and Bakel:' ( 13) working with. 
New Ze8.lancl ooals show, fig. 19, that the characteristic temperatures in 
the .::::urve obtained. for these ooo.ls during c15fferential thermal analysis 
are rank dependent. Under these ca:mlitions, in effect controllecl cornbust:ton, 
coals und.ergo a predominantly exothenn:"t.c reaction. 
:Millard. ( 11+) shows in contrast that i.n carbonisation the coal undergoes 
endothe:c:mic reaction a·t; temperatur·es belcm 700°0, that end.othermicity is 
() . 0 0 
a 1W'lxi.rnum at 600 C~65o·c, and. that a.t 700 C a d:l:'awatic change to ex~ 
therm:icity occurs. 
the :rinttl i:empe:cature versm~ time characteristic obtained :ln the present 
apparatus. 
Brovm ( 22) in presenting a comprehensive survey of WClrk d.one on 
property assessment :ror Australian coals ahows that temrH3lJ'ature:2.< of initiaJ. 
and maximum fluid.ity ancl decoml)Osition are phase related and rank a.epende:nt, 
deoomposition occurring at higher temperatures than fluidity. 
displacement becomes greater with increasing ranko ·8v1clence :ts also given 
·to show that decomposition of co~ls proceeds by discrete pro_portio:n.s as the 
temper~tut·e increr:>.ses ·' i.e. tha.t various components having a n:tnge of' 
activation energies are involvect. Brown also flhovvs that the plastic layer 
in a carbonis:tng cos.l charge is of ·the orcl.er of 3 rnm in i;h:iokness. 
Tlds conclusion is challenged in discussion l1y Nad.ziakiewicz who stt1.tes 
the.t i:he wi.dth of the plastic layer :ls a r~;~.nk clependent l):Coperty used in 
Poland. a.s f:.l. cle.ss::U'ying parameter for coking coa.l::1. He gives 7-30 m:w 1;-J,s 
the rtmge o:C widths Emcoontered in his O;VD eXfler:ience o:C measuring th.is 
Nad.:ziakievlicz a.nrl Call(:wti; and. Innes ( 23) both used IJ penetration 
pl!).;:~tometer in measuring the plastic l;;tyer width wherea8 Brown quenched a 
charge during carbonisation <:'l.nc1 then pre:vared cross-sectiCJnal rnicrographs > 
a more di"t.'eot metho:l. Brown.' s results indicate that softE:ming, dist:i.nct 
from fluidity, occurs to varying degrees depending on rank a.ncl c:oking 
properties. It seen1s that this softening is inclistiD.L'llishable from 
All these workers agree 
that the ternperatur·e gradient through the pla.stio layer is very steep,. 
Brown also shows that for higher rank coals the gret~.ter proportion of 
volatile evolution ooc:urs :::1t •t;enrper<.'l.tures a.t whic:h solicl:i.f'ication of the 
coke hetr:~ conl!llioJ'lcecl. 
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III APPAHA1'US 
Mod.ificat;ions 
Pre.ssure Mea.~mrement: 
A~~ a.isc:ussecl in the 1?J'evious report on this work ( 4.), the bydr<mlio 
pressure me.ssuring d.e\rice :provecl tms0.tisfr~.ctory. The <U:t'fioulty was to 
obtain rigidity in the lever and pressu:re me·asuring syst;eJn so that c om:~ta:nt 
volume conClitions in the crucible were assu:.t•ecl. As an alternative to em 
hyclra.ulio system it was d.edi'l.eo. to use a meohanica.l system with t3train 
gauge cleteotion o:r pressure. Philips paperback strain gauges, PH 981lh 
were used., for which R = 120 ohms.± 0 .. 5%, K = 2.00 .± 1.5~~' ~ = 32 x 10-16 
ohms/ or.uYJ/'00 • 
The gauges ·were mounted on a short piece of brass bar 
1 
reduced in secrl;ion, A, over the length of the gauges to 7.2 
.) 
( 1 1 • 2) ·.z x a J.n 
in 2 in the ma:o..11er 
shovm :i.n fig. 9. This cross-section was chosen after sens:l.tiv:tty c:on;<dder-
ations. rrhe gauges were to 1)e usecl. in oonjun.ction "Wii;h a d.irect reading 
-6 b:d.c1p:em PR 9300. sensitivity, e . , 10 microstrains. 
- .. ' mJ.n 
from. the relationship 
8 nd.n 
p . 
~· A 
1 
E brass 
A waB determhwa. 
? 
·pmin was taken to be Oq50 lbs which corresponcls approxirnetely to 0.25 lb~1/in""' 
at the piston face. 6 ? E for bras;:~ wa.r:l tEl. ken as 15 x 1 0 1 hs/ in · ® 
This brass section was helcl between pivot pins in the yolks as shown~ 
fig. 9. Gauges were a.ttache(l to both ~3icles of the brar::Js to e1ounteract any 
non-axial compo:n.ents of ::ib'ess = the 1:orass was :machinecl to :<'ec1uce it::: cross-
13ecbion in such a way that non~axial stress:i:n,g was a mininrum, fig. 9. 
As the gauges ,were to o.perate near the :furnace, it was dec:i.rlecl to 
:tncoq)orate a sindJ.ar set of r;auges on a :non-st;ressecl bra.E:s bar which \WtS 
11 
hung :f:':-cam the ma.:tn lever as shown. The r:>e gauges being at ·bhe sarne 
temperature 8~\ th~:.~ active gauges gave temperature ohane;e compensatior1e 
Tr.1.e eleet:dcal signal :cecei vec1 from the gauges by the bridge was taken 
gauge, bric1ge, reco:r(ler me<~.suring device was CFJlibra~vec1 by tleadweight 
methoCls and w::u3 found t;o be l:inear in the range required, a brio.ge ou:tput; 
signal of 5e 72 mV representing 20 lb foroe a:t the :r.xtsb.Jn fa.oe. 
soa1e de:rleot:i.on over the 10 division recorder scale represented. 10 nN, 
prerc:1sures in lbs/in2 at the piston face &tre given by 
Rea::wrder <'l:i.visions x 10 
5. 72 . A:p 
whex·e Ap :ts the piston f':;Joe area. As A11 -· Oe835 in2 (piston (Uam.eter -· 
1"52 in.) this gives 
4.185 x recorder divisions. 
This conve:cs:i.on faetor has been lU>ecl :tn oah:ulating results ·c<>.bulated ~U;1 
table 2 from the reoor<'lecl. pressure traces for Runs 1-40. 
Recording of Results: 
In orCler to obta:ln continuous pressure and temperature tr0-ce::>. on the 
same time scale a twelve-point recol:\ler was ur~e·i. By connecting alternate 
record.ing points in two :parallel groups of ancl operating the recorder 
at 40 ·min/hr time scale a go01l trace of both vari::1.bles was 6bta:i.necl. 
However, the signal frcrn the thermc>ecuples had a range of 0-)6 JnV 
over the ·temperature range 0-800°0 used .• Thus to record {;hi.B signal on 
the saroe instrmnent as the 0-10 mV pressure signaJ. req,u.irect the inclusion 
of a voltage divider in the ·thermocouple le<>..(l circuit. A. 1 in 4 voltage 
divider using resi8torc1 of 33 ohmB aml 100 ohrns was used to give a full-
scale reacling of lJi) nN for the temperature trace. The recorclecl values 
12 
ha:1.re been· inte:cp re tea. in °0 values using Leedr;; aml N'o:cthr'U1) thermocouple 
tables (7)~ 
Ternperature Gontrol: 
~l'he :f'inal major moclificatio:n to 1~he appara:tus c1escribed previously 
( 4) h!:t~; been the automatic generation of a l:Lnear temperature increaf:le in 
the coal s;3mple. '.rhis hF.:ts been effecterl by the use of a "Simmers tat" 
on-off controller and a small synchronous electric:al motor dr~Lving thr(JUgh. 
one revolution in fou:t' hours. 
0 0 Experiraent shovvea that ove1' the teraperature range 200 C-800 C the 
heating coil shovved no significant temperature coof'f.'icient of res:i.s·ta:nce, 
fig. 13. AJ.::w an ex:pe:r:iJnent was carr:ted out to determine the watts input 
versus e~;tilibrium furnace temperature to d.etermine the effects of racliat:ton 
anct c onvect:ive heat 1 oss :fram the fttrnace as the temperature increased. 
Table 2 gives these ex-perimental values. For each po:ini; temperat.ure 
read:i.ngs vvere i::aken at 5 minute intervals anc1 thl"'ee successive reElil.ings 
0 
eq}J.al ± 0.5 C were taken to indicate therrnal equilibrium at that input. 
Exce:::>sive draught was found to influence the eqp.ilibrium !l'k9.intained. fur•nace 
0 temperature by up to 10 0, so oa.re has been taken that the furnace has not 
been subjeotecl to obvious draughts (luring operation. For this expe:eimental 
work the su.pply to the heating element; was throu.gh a variac. 
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Table 2 
limps Voli~H Wa-t~ts Temp. 00 
3·5 131 459 618 
3.4 128 436 5,93 
3.3 ·12lr- 409 568 
3e2 121 387 521 
3.0 114 342 480 
2.8 105 294 426 
2.6 97 252 369 
2.4 89 214 324. 
2.2 80 176 288 
2.0 72 144 253 
1.8 66 119 212 
Fig. 12 shows the desired rate o:f' increa.se of temperature with ·Hme, 
and from tl1e figures of table 2 the req:u.irecl vvattage input versus time 
curve to giv-e this temperatm~e versUI'\ i~::tme cha;;•:J.cteristio has h';)en 
determinect a..m1 ::i.s also sharm. It is seen that it :ls substard:;:tally a 
1 in ear ::eel a tionshi:p. In v:lew of the d:i.ff'i.cul ty in dev5_sing a dr:tve for 
the variac to give the x·ec;_,uirea input versus time character~Lstic the m:1e 
of a Simmerstat on-o:f:'f control, fig. 11, was :i.:nvestigateclJ the control to 
o_perate e.t a constant voltage and be driven througJJ its operat:i.ng range 
in such a way that the requirec1 ·wattage versu.s "time char:;;oter:l;o;tic wa~5 
acbieved. 
For such a temperature control to be sat:tsf'Dctory, the follovdng 
assumptions and rec;]!.drements were necessary. 
( 1) The time lag between heater input ana. :C'urnace tempera.ture must be 
constant over the range. 
( 2) Tho discontinuous input f:r·om the mv:ttch:lng of the o.n=o:f'f' controller 
produces heating pulses which rnust be smoothed. 1)y the heat capn.city of 
the furnace o.nd crucibl<3. 
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( 3) The frr;;tot~.on of total time; '11 1 cluring which the controller :1;:;. on 
must increase li:oenrly with time. 
:'J.:nput range ·to the heater, 1,.e. ::1t least a 1 :G ratio between ext:t·en:e encls 
o:r the ra:r1ge • 
( 5) The value of ·11 mu::;.t be reprorlu.e:l.ble at a g:l.ven t:tetti:ng of' the 
It was founrl that no relin.ble switching oocurretl D.t a setting of le;313 t:lvnl 
60° rotatiOtl from the :positive off IHXd:tion. 
te,sts with the oonstant voltage su:ppl:tecl.through a variac. The oharacte:c-
d:i.cl have a suff:i.e:Lent r'<Jnge of value;3 
Howeve:c, i:r>.duction effeets from the wn:iac 
point::• in the on position~ H~ vtas also found. that Et voltage of 200 was 
requirerl to give ·the reqJ.drecl. temperature range. For these rea::.~ons 
was clecider1 to try the Ginune·r·sta.t control on rr.10dns val te.ge. Fig. 15 
shows ver;sus :rotation of Jche Simmerstat under these conct:ltionse 
The cb.aracterist:ie :1s s:t:Ul nonlinear but reproducibil:i:t;y ancl. range 
requiremen.ts were :.f'ou.nu. to be ::oatisf'ied. 
In all these tests requ.ire:rnent ( 2) WE~S ronnel. to be met and. so it Y'/l:tf.l 
<lec:Ld.ed. to u:::~e the .3inrrnerstat, clriving it 1:hroueh a cam d.evice i:n such a 
150° in two hours. 0 A small ~lyn.oh:conni::> motor oxiv:tne through 360 
15 
four houn; we.s av:;t:Uabl(1 and this was m:~erl ·throt.:tgh a suit£thle reduction 
gearing to drive the [H.nllnerstat in t:~everal test ru.ns to aete:emi.:ne the 
tempere.ture versus .. Gin1e ob.:>.ranter.i.stic rem.J.lting f'ro:n the comhina.tion of 
fActors ( 1)-(.5) under Bct;Lw.l test run oon(Utiono3. 
() 
at 71 and. ·then the motor drive was started f;.nd. ·the temperature recor.:let:l ""JG 
~arter-hour interwJ.s. The recordecl values for the three :cuns as shown 
in table 3 are plotted in fig. 16. 
Table ., 2 
'b Time from Start 'rempera·ture 
11:r~i3 Run 1 Run 2 Hun 3 
0 192 196 203 
J 226 233 252 . ...-;, 
1 273 278 302 2 
3 326 333 356 4 
1 381 390 418 
1 
17t1 1!4.9 464 4.98 
1i 528 545 568 
1~~ 621 645 
2 
Fig. 16 shows: 
( 1) agreement between :runs, 
( 2) the degree of non1inearity in the temperature versus time c:u:cve, 
( 3) that the average rate of ::tncrease o:f.' temperature 1s 10°0 in 3 minutes$ 
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Fig. 17 show8 ·the rat;e of' v·eraus thne c:u:cve from which ~he 
cam profile required could be caJr;u1?1.1;ed.. 
In view of the ·.rolue of tb.e ,•;:;.ver;:1.ge rate of' ternperature :inorea.c:1e Hnd 
the relatively mino:r· c1e:;:?artures :r:r•(Jln bhe requirer1 200'b/hcn.1r un·til h:leh 
temperature8 are rel::l.ohed., it VH:tf:\ c'tecidec1 to use the .3.ppa:c.c.ttus vv:ith 1;he 
motor drive usec1 in these test :nm:;:i. 
is'l:;ic temperature versus time was reproc1uc:lble the runs would .e;:i.ve o:~owparable 
preBst:rce development :ln the coal ~.:leJnples a.n:1 rlepa.r·ture:'i f):•om the :oo.verage 
10°0/3 min::i value were 1.'!JX1all enOLl.gh to :have little .:~ff'ect on the p:cef\SU.J;'e 
yersus tem.pera.ture curve, and. on a'bsoJ.:ute prer:Jsure values at a pa.r'ci.cular 
of the work ca.rr:lecl out. The various factocs af'fe.-:rt:Lng the ra.te of he::d:;lng 
combine to give a characteristic whioh :ts l'llm.ost linear over the ·temperature 
J.~ever Syst:em: 
'rhe rigidity of the lever system usec1 
it wHl cause :f'l'1.ction in 'the pivo1;s and cor·:cesponclin.e;ly low reoo:ccled 
tleveloped pressu.res ancl exeessive cl.ef'lect:i.on vwulcl mean that the samples 
were not kept e.t oonsta.nt voltune. 1ilor these reasons a hea.vier level:, 
1 x ~ .. · milcJ. steel, has been usecl. J3'or this lever d ef'ler·"don y :i '3 _L. :in 
. ' . '· . "' -- ··' 500 . • 
for 20 lbs force on the piston. f;;v:::e ~ = 1000 ·wh:Lch 
value to give no flexing. 
'fi:lement~ 
Init::i.al1y tl.1e hea.ting element:. ·waf~ vrotmd on a f\1sed. siB .. ca forwer anrl 
i7 
cove:cerl with 
e1ernen:ts. by a mullit;e tube whieh gave no trouble throughout the runs made. 
Thi;:~ did necessii~ate turning d(JWTI the flange Em(l cap of the o:r:"Lwihle a:3 the 
internal rJ:tallleter of the mull:1:te tube wa.s 1i :tns. Tb.:ts meant the c:ruoible 
fittecl. :i.:n:l;o the element niuoh rn.ore elosely and. terst :tunt~ ·were mr~.cle to 
cleterrnine if any major change in the {~emperatm:"e ver~::ttu3 time oharacter:i::d;ic 
had. CJCourrecl beccn:we of.' the new arrangement • F:tg. 18 shows two runa -rdth 
the sil:tca tubec1 elem.:mt end two with the rnu11ite tubecl element. Var:l:3.tions 
1)etween du:plica{~e runs ancl elewent::t are a.ue only to dif'f'erences in S"tart:tne; 
temperatures and expe:r:tmente.1 erTor and a:ce not ::ri.gni:Cinant of any reaJ 
The data f'or f::tg. 18 
Table 4 
c'o 
Time from ~5-Gar·t Tempera,tures 
hrs Silica Elmnent ]!J1J.llitt) Blement 
Run 1 Run 2 Hun 1 Run ? 
·-0 200 199 198 190 
•i 206 205 204 194 4 
1 221 218 217 208 2 
.3 241!. 240 ~?.40 240 /)' 
1 277 278 270 281~~ 
1* 317 326 314- 340 
1i 376 391 370 l,DO 
1"9 4 lHJ+ !+59 434 h67 
2 514. 527 497 530 
2j ~~- .Lj 604 618 582 
i 2:2 705 719 683 
One flu·t:he:r• factor which hr:ts been ~;,~onR:i.<lered. in Bpecif';y:lnz 
app<1ra:tus has been the known effect on prer'li'.mre development of' the 
t1:lrec1;ion of travel of ·the tempera.ture pro:f'ile in a coal ttample during 
carhonisation. As d.:i.sous:'Jerl previour>ly (ll-) the aim tn t:his type of 
appa:ca'l:;us usine; a. small met;al enclosed. sample is to el:imina.te thi~'l e:f:':feet 1 
i.e. to consider- the sa1nple to be a uniternperate In this way the 
pressures mea:::mred become E.~:ie;n:Lf'ioant of' the ohane;ing properties of a 
small volume of cc1::~.l in a bulk r}''dng carbon:lsecl as it paE\Seel ·through the 
various stages of the earhon:lsation reacd;iom;, ancl. the a.,pparo:l;tw :provid.es 
J~lnc1arnental information on these changes as well €!.~4 a m.ore (1uantita .. ti\re 
swell:lng prorerty test. 
ment of unitemperate cond:ltions two runs were m~Cl.e in which a seconr1 
thermocouple was placed in the cent:ce of the _p:i.F;ton bearing on to,p of the 
sample~ The temperatures at this point a:rr(l. at the m3ual tempentture 
measuring point , f'ig. 1 0 , a:t'e rec: ord.ed. in RUJ'if 35 ancl RUN 36 • An analytical 
attempt to establish the t;emperature 11rof:Ue in the r::w.rnr)le :i.B given in 
. appen:l:i.x 1 anr1 the results cibi~~.:dned ar,:J i1:1.scu.ssec1. :tn 13., later EH~ction. 
l!"'igs 9 anil 10 shoi'V the ap:pa.ratus diagramrnatlcally wii;h aeta5.1 of' 
the si:.rain gauge a~:-:semb1y ancl. the :f:'urnstce ancl crucible construction* 
Pla.te 1 shows 'l:;l1e appara.tus a:3semblerl clu:dng a tegt :run. 
1Vor the apparatus to be of a:ny nse as a sJGan"J~).rcl test with the result11 
presented as 8. ce,l:ibl'ation, the dirnenBions given would ncec1 to be :d.gidly 
&.dhered to ancJ the te:,Jt llrooeclux·e c1eta.ilec1 in the next EJection woul(1. hB.ve 
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The wire is w·o1JnrJ :'Lni~o a :<1- :i.n. die:m. 
8fJir.cJ1, which :is then wrapped ax'Cl1Xnc1 the 7l in. lor.t[; mullite former as 
shown :tn fig. 10, the turmi being equally The elemeni.; helCl 
in place by insulating :E':Lre-olay ·which also even;::; out the hcc1ting effeet 
over the length of the element. 
2i in. Cliam. anc'l :N.ts into the 3 in. cl.:Lam. centre drHling in th<~ fire-
brick furnace. It re~::ts at its bottom end on fJ. 11 1:;oe11 of firc-briek. Th.e 
The bottom fJ.,~).nge o:r the cru.cible is turned out to mnke it :f'H; snugly, bu·t 
ea::nly: over the ~-upp o:r.t • 
drilled. in :i.t to all01.'! ga~; escape. 
..1.. in. diaxn. holer1 16 
These are eqp.al1y r:;paced. over the bDJ'\e. 
The flange and cap are tnrne.CI. clovm 80 thrJt the crucible slid.es into the 
11 • 2. :m. 
These clear::lnces and. !.;omponent fitt:i.nes in the c.n:uo:i.hle-:fu:rnace 
const:ruction are imiJorte.nt 1::1,8 Bome oxicJ.a·t:ton cloerJ occur and d.ifficmlty result~j 
from too close fi.tting ccmpone:nts especially when runs continue to 800°0 
a.nd a.bove • 
support aml cloe13 ncrt t:i.l t or bed drnvn w.hen rn::es~:mre i:'l :3p:pl:ieCl a.s thitl 
would intrcx1uce zero errorr:~ and excessive p:L~ton f:ciction. The p:i.~:.rton 
'rhe therrnoeourle hot junction u:. 
por:dtioneo. jUf'Jt touching the centre of the crucible lmse. 
Tb.e chromel and alumel wires, fur;'led at the hot juneticm, go out 
tln'oug11 the c:rueible support to the panel ahovvn in :rig. 9. They are 
20 
fur:naee l'f&l].l, to the element. 
:to. which tJ:w pivot pins e~_re e:t close f:i.:t. The pivott:l:ng action at all 
yokeB occurs in the tvvo yoke i;ineE\, :l.n wh:tc:h the pins ~'lr·e a wr:tnh:tued :f':i.t 
these yoke::> are pivot wemberr; off ai:ce:caft eontrols. Adjustment of' the 
lever :3ystern, requ:t:r<ed 'both for levell::tng the lever arm and r1ressure 
zeroing 'before IJ run, is prov:'i.cl.ecl by ·the th:cead.ec1. :cod~' in the yoket::. A 
thuwbserew wa.s ottRchec1 to the pisto:n roo. for levell:i .. ng the main. level'. 
Zercdng before a rcrn., cl:i.r~cussed in the next seetion, iB oarri(~d. out w=d.ng 
N. F. tr.~re8d into the yoke ~=:<nd. a ~i in. Vf. threao. :tnto the base :plate. 
rlorewing it result8 :i.n a. nett ;shortening of the aBse:mbly. 
The le;:;cls from the ~;train g::1uges and fro/n the ·thermocouple cold 
junct:lon to the re:eorder L'>.Xe of' CO.J?IJe:t• and th.ei:r· resi~:;tanc~''! has negl:tsible; 
eff'eet on the pressure and teP!perature vD1uef.l recorded .• 
gauges vvere soldered to the gauge contad:s o.fte:t· the gauges Yvere fixeci on 
the brass, £md ·the gauge f.:' anc1 le::•cl. ju:nctio:w.:; were fixed ml:Ln.g u Aralclite" • 
':Che fr'F1gility of the gauge contacts rnade this nece~'\sary. 
~Che Philips PR 9300 h:cid.ge i:n. the ~.:;tr:cd .. n gauge circuit and the 1 t:o L:. 
voltage cl.iv:'u1er in the thennooou.ple ci:ccui t ·b'i:!.nE;la1~e the rnilU.~voltage 
s:Lgnals from the detecting clevlcez, :into s:tgDal:4 of suita:ble magn:i.tucte that 
21 
sarne vvay as the ac:t:ive gauges a:nd. he1c1 :i.n c~ "'~.:'l:od.lar (>O;olitio.n :tY::lative to 
the i'urnace • 
s:trnilar ancl, eonnecd:;:l.o:ns to the gauges are made in sud1 a vvay that tbez.e 
effects onnce1 ea.c;h other out. 
IV 
pressures cl.evelope<l in an appa:ce.tur:. of the type uf::lefl. 
'tn;~lk d.en;~:ity, particle size, :cHte of heating an<l saniple ae;e, mmr'G tl:wrwr'ore 
infdca·t:i on. To enr~ure that the rer:n.llts obta:ined embodied tJ:.1.ese two 
conditions tlH:> proceclure :ror e.scch :cun follovved a Eltanclard pattern. 
'ro eliminate srunple age effects a +7 mes.h sample of' eaeh coal to be 
testec1 wag ground and the -5~~ + 72 mesh am'J. -72 me:.:d1 :i?:ra.etions separEtted 
immediai;ely before a nm was made. Dur)licate runs 1vere then niade in both 
the swelling :p:r·essure a.pparatu.s and the Standard Cru.c:l.ble :3welling 'J1eot 
apparatus. (Th:'ls 1tl.tter wan macle- to ·the spec:i.ficat:tons given in B;:_:Q 1016 
( 2) anc1 the a ssero.bled appacatus :is shown :i..n plate ~2. ) 
The swelling pressure ru:ml were roa.d.e usine a 3 g1n san1ple of' th.e e.~)2 +7? 
mesh f':caction. This saJill;le wae. compressed to 50 lb ft-3 be·tween asbestos 
paper as fc!J1mv:n in f:i,g. ·10. A gEJ'l.l8;t'" was used. to :Lndicate the correct 
lJy sh;:;1rp 11.ght blowf5 on a o1oso--:f':'Ltting brass pil'lton hearing on the upper 
asbestos paper. 
eauge l)r:i.dge vl'r.w always sw:i.:t.cb.e<l on to allcrvv it to warm. up as in the first 
tvm hours of running it had been found tc1 suffer excessive c1r:.tft. Th.e 
charr;ecl crucible wa;;; then placec1 :i.n po:=d·t:to:n anCI. the lever· .s;yste1n connented 
a.na. adjusted. using the thumbsore·w on the rdston rod until the lever a:r·Jn 
fi:tro:roex .. sta.t f~et a.t 0 
-the position kncrvnt to e;:ive a. 200 C f'urnace 
vr:tth tb_.e d:c:tv.ing rnoi.1o:r:~ aw:~.tnltec1 ou,t@ 
app:coaohect ·1;he recorder was switched on anc1 when a oonst;ant 
tra.ce W8S shown tb.e :run vias OOlilliV3ncecl. During ttds pro-:cun periocl the 
strain gaur;es had no te:ns:ton on tllem bu.t n1erely hung freely f'r'OJr, the lever 
arm. It was itnport.'J.:nt that this pre-rtln l?e:d.cil was long enough for 
complete thel'D1al sa1;uration oJ' the crucible, sample and :f'u.rnace at 200cb 
if :ccprcduc:tble tempe:r:ature inc:cease cuxves were to 'be obtained :f'rom run 
to run. 
Wlwn a11 the[10 conaJt:i.ons were sat:isfied and. trw x·un was to con.unence, 
the S:tmmerstat Clr:iv:ll1['; moto:c was switched in anc1 the lever syBtem wad.e 
rig:i.Cl. at ze·co strain gauge p:r.er;sux·e indication, Th:Ls vms cto:ne hy connecting 
:in the st:cain gauge as smn:bly and adjusting by me arts of the bottom adjustment, 
fig. 9, u1rt:Ll the recorder :indicated correct ze:t'oi.ng. The ap;)aratus was 
then lef:'t alone until the rem terwi11ate<l, i.e. zero pressure, or 1300°G 
temperature :tnct:tcation ooctu:·red. 
istic v~:i:th rez.pect to t:Lrne was reproc'tucible and so the condition o:r 
rcprcxln.cible rates oj~ heo:ting :froni run to ruiJ was full:'Jlled. Fo:c the 
pu:r:poses of the work done reprCKluc:'Lb:i.l:l.ty was the only crite1':i.on . .::;.s no 
e.ccount of the effect of rate of h.eating was sought;. 
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---c--·~-~ ~----
:; ... -- ·--: 1--
1 it-
1 ... : I I 'lR -~- -+ --. -- -=;-i r-· ---"'_._ . ---1--'-----'--"'ll--
- ' - j i , 1-'L't •- _.L..:.'_.;__i_L_J--_,__L_;.I _1;_ t~f' ! ' r i . IS 
I I i ' 
--~~--+-1--•- ~. ~' 18_ 
: __ L-_:_ ___ .~______:. ___ --~-- ... --~--t-r--
SW.Nb. 8t 
- 52+72 43•25 LB.FT-B 
. I' \. 
PR .. SS"'E 
TEM ERATURI 
. ·~·~ 
\ 
I -1 I I 
'fil, 
: ·_, 
22 
IH 
21 
., 
r 
15.·,+ 
J. 
., 
~ " 
i 
•. i· 
~~ 
.i· 
. ;•' 
r: !11.!11. 
.t 
'· + . 
lHR 
.,, .. ' 
. ~,, .. , . 
.. ·· .. ·~/ 
t -
+' J; •. 
, ... "' 
.. 
+ 
·" ,+ .. 
+ I' 
. 1 
.. ~~· 
•. +. .i 1 
·' .. 
,I 
.. 
,I 
,J 
.. 
•' ,I •• T~NP.-
.. 
.. 
,'I 
RUN 4 sw.No.9 
PAPAROA -52+ 72 43·25_._.-
LB.F1-
IM.V.: 4•185 P.S.I. 
P$ES~URE . 
- . -- -- • ·1- " -: -tCMPt' AT""E . ~. ! .!.41 ·'I : 
I ''fl·"·l ; ---+---
• I ~- I 
PRES!5URE 
TE,..I'E~~T,URE 
I M.v. 
--·-. ' ' 
-·---t---~--
'I 
.. 
,I 
. ---t 
'I .. ·"'' 
20 
19 
--·----------1----------
1!1 
I) 
-----~----t-~~-... ," 
------ ------;-'--
' ... 
/ 
.~ ' 
+. 
- ~ ~ 
o I rr 
8 '~ _PiitES 
- ..r -- ~ 
I 
5 
' ... 
··.,1.: 
1 ,• 
,·1 
~ I 
___ , 
~ ,t' 
l _, 
~ -----f+'- - -, 
•· 
• + r 
. i _'_ 
~ 
. 
PRESi. 
• +' 
.-f. 
+. 
TEt. P. ;t,~•" 
• I ,. ·+ I/'' 
.-t, If 
, 
,f.+ 
,t 
I 
,I 
,-t·· 
.. 
. • ;;+· 
,.. 
•• ,, •' TEMP. ;4 
,,+ l 
,. ~~ 
.. 
.. 
,I 
1 .... •' 
17 
18 
,.. .. 
,.. .. · - RUN 7 sw.No8* 
43·25 
LB.FT-a 
,, 
PAPAROA -52+72 
OLD SAMPLE 
- ;---·-- '--· 
PREtSJRE · 
TEMPEFATURE 
M.V. 
~ 
I M.V, = 4•185 P.S.I. _.... 
---~- -~-~ ~-r----_ -~ 
- 15 
- 14 
• l'hifips P~ 4040/03 
___ !_! _____ ~~ -~-,-;--;--~ 
+o 
-. f'-+-~ 
.. 
;tl .. 
,, 
,, 
.. 
• -1- .-f 
.. 
•' 
,I 
- -· --.+-. ~ -- -------·-
.... 
.. 
'-~-~~-- ~~ 
- ...••. 
. RUN 6 sw.No. ai 
·' 
PAPAROA -52 +72 
_IM.V. =4•185 P.S.I • 
•• r+ t 
• + 
NON STD 
-LOW 
• + ,, . 
•, 
• -1 PRES~.1 
RUN 5 I sw.No. 81 
PI&.PAROA -S2 +72 NON STD. 
-HIGH. 
IM.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 
I I I I 
11 
10 
UUl 9 
-~-~~ 
8 
7 
! l 
•·'1 
>4 
--~-----'---o 
i i 
l-
+ 
.,_"'*. 
,·· 
PRESS 
1 
0 / 
-- -,_F- f • 
io J , • + , . 
• + 
: . 
,t •• ,t .. ,t •• 1!,,·· 
,, 
·i •• 
;':+\.~:-•*",.,,.···TE! P. · , 
·:.~· RUN II 
J 35 
I 
l 
I Sw. No. 1"2 
2 . 
4 
0 •"' ,; + t I ~ ;· STRONGMAN -52+72 43·25 o\3 LB.FT Philips PR 4040/03 
IM.V.::. 4·185 P.S.I. 
23 
JF 22 
0 
~· ~,_r -- ---
· PRE5SURE 
TE~fp RATU RE M.V. ,+'I HR. 
·' 
I 
- .. 22 - ____ 20 
-- - ______ _l!l 
sw. No.2 
STRONGMAN -52+72 43·25 -a! 
LB.FT 
___ _18_ 
I M.V. = 4•185 P. S.l. 
r- - . 17 
4~(.+t~T r r 1 ! ) ~~ 1 ,r 1 : 1 , 1 1 ..•• ,'.,+ ·"~~I'E 
ta . ... " - ... . ~-- - ,_ 
1 
-- t I ! -~-+-.. "---+ 
. , ~. , , 
1 
, J ·~· r 1 , : ! I 1: 
• 
1 I f • Philips P: :40;3, ·~: ••• ·'. ' ·~. , :' i ll ~ ill-1· ... ; ,H· Tli":~ 'tT ~-~- -r- I I '1:1 
_..~ -· : -., \-i- r 1i- f I t 
' ... I I e'l I ! 'to 
12- PRI ss.' :.. I rf' I tT~~ Pr .. ' I I ' ,_, I ! 
'• ~ .. i·· ·~Ll_LL _j_l_ L l -~~L~. L~--~ ' 
16 
. t' 
•, 
• + 
... 
... · 
... 
,( 
"-t f I f~ .. ,ft j_ ~ ' f------ ' "~+.· ~·; RUN 9 Sw.No.l'2 
1
---- -~ .. ----
, I ' .,.. I 
•. IJ'' STRONGMAN -52+72 tl~-3 ___ .:._ ______ _jJ_ 
,., ' 
I t_/'f I 
I ~ M.V.= 4•185 P. S .I • 
., .. ' ! 
19 
.I I 
I' I' 
0 ~., ;t· 
,I 
/ ~. ~· 
·+ t • 
I 
I 
I I ' I ·, 
I 
.. 
I 
.. 
~UN sw.No. 2 . '15 I .. 15 
' 
.. 
BLACKBALL -52 +72 .. 43·25 
LB.FT-\3 14 
·' 
I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 
.j,' PRESS, + ~ 
{
/ TEM,, i 
b 
13 
+ 
.. 
10 
1J 15 
._ l T----
1 
r I 
d. 
• ,t 
.. 
.. 
,I 
1? 
I i 
' - r 15 ·-
• ';.._;t 1--- •--' ---
' r I . . 
RUN 14 
BLACKBALL -52+ 72 
I M.V.= 4•185 P.S.I. 
,+ • 
I ; I ; -
I-I 
I ' 
' '. -,+' • 
.. 
_5 
sw.No.2 
43L~~FT -i3 _A_ 
---~··· ,,~1; 
• + , •. , •• 
9 -- • ·~-!- •• 
o< T 
- - - ~~----+-~----"18..__. 
8 
6 
t 
•+' I' • i ~~ 
. t ft 'I i i _, I _ _;_ I 1- •' -
..,..,: ,, ... 
--l.~ --- ~ ,.r~ 
I 't f -h 
1 
jl- •' 
- - - ---- -~ ------+-~----1 
-~--___11_ 
.._.., , . ·• o-
.• + f'/~ ff' .. trf" 
---- ___ ___t_ ___ _t_ ___ j___~----~--
--- -,- ' ··-i- ,f .... 
... _,. , 
+ ,: t 
P~Ess: .+ ... / T 
• -P t 
I -·;t - I i 
.-~· -t ~-+-- + __ -· L ·-
--
1 
- -- J--- .• L ' 
1~ 
I 
RUN 13 Sw.No. 2 I ~~16__ 
op PRES ~RE 
TEMPERATURE 
p 
STRONGMAN - 52+72 43•25 -3 
LB.FT I 
IM.V. = 4•185 P.S.t. 
I HR. 
__ 15_ 
-13 
~~ 
-4c 
12 
'' M.V ... r 
,I 
.t •• Philips PR 4040/03 
R l 
i r 
•, 
i 
-~ 
:' 
,• 
n' 
·lf. 
'+· . , 
+. 
'I 
· ... 
. PRISS." 
5 
-. ----
,. 
~~-:,-jJ-
.. 
.. 
. ,• ,I 
.. 
I+ , 
,1•" TEM~. 
,, ... 
,I 
,I 
.. 
RUN 17 
I •' 
,I 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 
,t 
WESTPORT -52 +72 
12 
Philips PR t.040/03 
sw.No. 8t 
43•25 
LB.F,..a 
11 
10 
I 
,__Jl 
! 
1 o ' l;fr I 
---4 ' -··- ··---•+. .--/ ~ ·+ f·. t I M.V. = 4•185 P. S .1. 
_a_ 
I* 
- -----t--+•- ' ------- i 1~------ --.------~ ~-~- T---~ 
'. 
- ·(------- -r ____ _._ .. , __ ---------------~1.:.. 
I 
. ~ 
- ---·--·----· 
4-
- ic 3 - '- .... -----~-~- -- -- ---- _____ , ·---~-1---+-·--- 1--:-- ___ ' __ ---- ~-~--f-----Jl 
~ I 
'= 
I 1 i , 
! 
! I T I T T ' I ' • 
-2-- tf-I· I I' 11'11 ~H.-a:-+-++~-+- ~ -4 I i I +, •• .II" ! 
• i I I I. •• li'. I T : 
--- _ ~---1--+--+---4--l---+--1~·-__j_i _j__ --'----'--+-11-+-4--4--r-- -if>'',.,;+ I I i i 
-= I •• ' 
1 
o I + • 
I HR 1 t : ••• .-t 
·-: -1-··--· - ---- ---~ t- I-~ • ...-""-- . ! 
- ' ' I I ,.t+f ' I I I 
I i' ·'t I I ' I ' 
--1- -; - ·r-t-1"'- --+ __ , ____ , ____ - : , 
! .,, I i ! I ! I I 
I ~···~" I I _Li L_ --· ,_;__~ --~- --- -: : • 1-, 2 
• t fl');-e• ·----, 'r- I RUN 16 sw.No. 2 r 
·- +•,;If . ;.Cfl""-- i- i- WESTPORT -52 +72 43·25 H--
D ~ -~~+' ·' '" • ' ' LB FT-a ~· I P~ES ~. ,.; ' - ,.,, . a.EMP. : • , 
- '---,-- ---t--tl'_ ~__j_+-.,-----___;...--"3'-1 
• ... 'I l~ , ••• ' 115 I l I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 1 
~ ,f I l ~,,.-:~·<' ~i -. ,,- j •I ·. • Phm,.r~:. 
-~:'' •, ---1 -'-! ' --~ .. -- -c-· 
p 
.23 
i 
I I ! ~- M'.' 
22 • 
21 
el 
11 
... ·' 
20 
14 
13 . 
-n.' 
. 
' , 
" 
12 
11 
8 
7 
j • 
PRESS •. ,. 
,{' 
* ·, 
+. 
+> ' 
't-' 
-J.' I 
' 
.. 
'~-
. I + . 
-
PRE,S. +'-
... 
'. 
,. -
.. 
+ • 
j 
t 
I 
1 
• 'J' 
., f, 
~~~·· 
' 
• 'f .t'' 
I' Tl MP. 
/ / 
''+. ,-. 
! 
I 
_, I 
I i 
! 
L. 
i- ~ ~·. 
' 
.• -t' -t 
1b 15 
,I 
,.,·· 
.. 
I 
I 
' 
'I 
! 
---
j,! t 
,I 
.. 
--· 
L 
f· ~·· 
•• II •• '111 
,I 
,I' 
20 
19 
RUN 20 I sw.No. 82 
10 
,-I 
•• ·1 •• 
-tf"' 
~5 
RUN 
WESTPORT -52'+ 112. 
.. ·' 
I M.V. = 4·185 P.S.I. 
.. 
.. 
,I 
,, 
,I 
I •' 
• 't 
43·25 ...s 18 LB. FT-.. 
'I .. 
.. 
17 
--' I 4 II 
3 
3J 3 -- ~ -+----_1_ D 
19 Sw. No. 8t :----~-~ 
43•25 ~D­
L8.FT-9oj03 WESTPORT -_52+ 72 
RUN 
PRE~ SURE 
I M.V.= 4•185 P.S.I. L~23_ 
,·1 1
· •• , 
18 sw. No.8~ 
WESTPORT -52 + 72 
I M.V.= 4•185 P.S.I, 
43·2~'\\ 16 LB.tl- ~ --
1 
i 
. 15 
14 
I( 
. T,.EMPE~,t.lURE M.V . 134P 
3 3 4b 41i '.<J 
- - ~J---t J l;t i -_r-r- -j. ·t-rr:,-rrn ----r ~: 1- ··--.--·--. I- . ---~ --~i- L _J ' -l--1 __ J. t I I 1-- i - I i- 1-l--1-L T' ' 
1 liS I I ',. I I 5 I I , . i ! • ! 3r-- ~--.! •: b• I I . i J I-··-! _J __ j I tf~lt_'" - ! :+ _i I :, :J·! • ''. -,.,,"';- S~URIOU PRES$. ~-= 
: -1' ·r'"~ 1 1 • :_ '.+'tf=F-- ! I --'~''''~·-· vAi..UES. DUE Tl"' •-o ·-~- -+ #----1_-· -1 __ ----+~·-·_---1-" _[_I - I -. ----• 
<'·' • I ' , ',j. i , , • 
- . ~ +~::=- . + _,_ • ~-- ---H-, -1-~~---'-li __ - -~ H ,- ~-r_-· ~~~~~-~~~E ~~~- -
o-f. ~~ ~ i I : .FIRE~S..,.J' ---{"'·-Tt_~ .. P. 1-------' -j-------+ 1- j-i ----1 _L __________ 23_ 
... ~-' I i i I ! i . . - I ' : ' i ; " ~· J'rt , 1 1 • , , 
•·'- - : · ; - -- -~-t- -; ' RUN 23 sw No 81. ~ ----~-- -2~,. . 1 I 1 ! ___ j ~ ! 0 ' 2' ; i 1 r :'J 
-
1 : WESTPORT -52+72 43•25 ---r-----22 
• t .... 
i·. 
• l • ~ 
.1 
- '~ - . 
I. 
I 
LB.FT-61 
I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 
--
I 
--~---:--h- 19 -
i •• 
;l +i- :••. If 
2.1 --- . -- !+ ... !\ ·• I I -t 
.. ~~-
-;-t•._._tt_~--1- ---~--t---l--,---~f---.lii...J1A ~ .1' ' ' T 
20 
. .+ •• 
----~---.>t-1--
. l 
1 
- ' ,;-· --------
,. 
+ • 
· ----,-uis: 
: - L;.!" + ' +-~___;- <----4--+-~--1-_c.----c--J 
~ .. ~~ I • i . 
~.JiF" 11 --L ' - -•-·--f----
1 -- • - -· - _,"': J~tj P. , - --· . --!----;--
,;..')·•' ... ,,·t',10! _--- -, -! I I i 
17 -
, ... I ,_, ·;+I I -- ! I 
I - ~;1;1- •• ;.; I ! f- i t· i i L_; L--1--l:---+---- ' - -
• + I • • + t~j· i ~~ j -".~- L - - -.L ' 
,·-. ,.,. /,l · ·- ·- RUN 22 sw. No. 8t 1 
1 
, ; t's 
.'
:'" "'? -·- - - ·_- ' WESTPORT -52+72 43·25 ' ' I • i ~ ., T-iS ' :· I I l9 -~-L LB.F 'I, i I i i 14 . 
it - . -- ~-:--·- -, ~-; -, I I I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. II I i I l 3 
;- r : :l-~: 1 r rrr 1 -r 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 · I - 1 i :l 
II" . 
+ 
., 
9 
,. 
I 
. -+ -
I 
I M.V.: 4•185 P.S.I• 
! ' 
: P~E~~u~t . 
:rrMP ~ATV~E 
; ~ - I 
I 
' 
i I , J _ _;_ 
H 
, ___ J81)-
--. ----~0 = 
_I_~R·t7 
_j~ __ --·-
c 
+ 
. ~ 
., 
• ·~. 
10 
PRESS~ , • .t'. 
9.+. t'' 
+ f 
+ 
c 8 ~--
,. 
+ 
_,_{ ~~ 
_] __ - t 
;+' 
~ 
,. . 
~~f ,_t, __ c-~-+~~L-~-~·-_-: ; I - [ -~- ; -
_ .__;\:.,_..~+ ·; .,; -~L -- ~-~ .~-1--- I t 
1° i i i I ' 
1'\ ' I I I i ' i 
I i 
lt 
. . i 
• t, t~ • 
.. ,. . 
• ~I 
"\·'. ' 
.. 
;~ . ~ 
I 
i I 
I I fl· 
: : ,·h- • 
I ri .. 
i+' it-• •r ' 
,1' . 
. ;~ ~ 
., 1-'.f • • i 
·" ~ I' 
3 
, • :J!- ... • f·' : j I 
tl+. 
;t/ 
• + ~~ ,~ 
PRESS ·+ ·~ {. - TEN It, 
.r'' 
~T •' 
) + 
21 
20 
RUN 26 ' sw.No. 7 
FLY CREEK -52+72 43•25 19 
LB.FT-\3 
I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 
I I ---·--- 18 I 
I ! 17 
M.'. I I HR. u~ I 
----
15 
- 14 
--
13 
b t 
l- - _j2 
-. 
--
. " 
sw.No. 7 ~/03 
FLY CREEK -52+ 72 43·25 -3 ! 1.1 
LB.FT I 
I M.V.= 4•185 P,S.I, L 
----
_lll 
I 
~1 -·--J I I i,"'J -~~ c. ! 
I 
7 
~ -
I M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. 
4 
3 
(J 
23 
.. 
.• 
+.· 
'. ; . 
22 
21 ·+ •• :+ 
.. ~ 
.... 
.. 
(J 20 
19 
18 
+. 
.. . 
13 , '\. 
12 
.! ,. 
• 
' • 
PRESS. 
.-t·' 
.t •• 
., 
.. 
I 
,l. 
. ; 
h 
. ~' .... 
,, 
t ',_,. I 
•
1 TEMP 
r. ,+ r 
•• f 
't'' + "' • 1/1 
I' • 
,, .. 
,,·· 
T~ERMOCOUPLES 
I FAIL 
I 
21 
20 
29 
....... :t,. 
·I 
-52+72 
sw.No. 6 
43·25 _.,. 
_ LB.FT.....,. 19 
.. ,/ ·:",. .+. I' RUN 
I M.V. = 4:185 P.S.l. 
--~---- --~ 18 
1 
PRESSURE 
TEMPE~~TURE 
I ' 
RUN 
' 
'1 
._., f 
I ' 
M.V. 
l. 
28 
-52+ 72 
I HR. 
' 
,s 
I 
17 
I 0 
16<4 0 
15 
14 
',J 
~· 
j_ ' 12. 
- ~--, 
sw. No. 6 f~--
43·25 -3 i. 
LB.FT f.1L 
I M.V. = 4·185 P.S.l. i r-~·:-
.• lQ 
9-
. I 
' ; . i l ) I 
.. -~'-; ·-11 ' •... --~· ---·'----f--
... i .... 
,. 
. l I : ------~ -- -~- ·-----!-----------'---'- · 
.. .. 2 
RUN 27 
FLY. CREEK 
",.' 
____ j___ ---~-t 
sw.No._7 I i 
-52+72 43·25 -.3 ---
,LB.FT Q 
M.V. = 4•185 P.S. I. {03 
' 
_, 
9 
TENP. ,, ' 
t 
, 
·I 
.. 
+' • i 4 • 
- t'' j. 
'I . , 
- ~ • --•-- •-~- ,t·j'T I 
' • + 
·- _ _B~_ ,Jl: ~-.._+-- - . -
--+1~--~--~~-~ 
., i ' ' ]f--~ -- ---
_. ____ .___J._.f-_,__~---- +--- -~- -· -I··· 
0 
D 
18 
+ 
f • 
+ , 
• I I • PRESS. 
' . 
--- __ _:_ _____ _ 
--~ [_: I • I I __:_~t5 _ 
·-· -- -l-- ----- __ __])_ 
- __ 4~----~~-~ 
3 
- ·--- --- - ---·-·-- ---- __ ______.12_ 
Philips PR 404dj03 
' ' ~.>~ _,____ __ ,__ ---- --4- ---~--~-- ----
... ·.J 
• + . : 
,. -+--· 
. - l 1 
TEMPI RATURE N.V. 'l i .y 
M.V 1 
,. 
i·. I 
r·· 
I. 
I ~- . 
I 
.. 
+' I i . 
' 17 I •' 10 + I .. ·' 
' . , I I +~ ,,·· 
I +' I .. 
'+ ,I .. 
··l 9 .. +. . I ·l·· +. . , •• TEM • f +' PRESS. +. 
' 
r~-'·• 
16 •I . -f' ... ~ 8 >•" ... I 
. I • • ~fo + 
I I· ·+ ,, RUN 34 sw.No. 4i I , ~~ J't 
'_ _7 -:-i~' -j •• ~· ~··· +-·'"-- I " ~·· -52+72 43·25 LB.FT-3 " J I ; t+ --1- -- ·- 1 M.V. 4·185 P.S.1. -----{-~' I I ..L j ~--1- = ,\5 l L J_ '._ __ 6_ 
I ----- "' ~·---J 
i J_ I _; --. 
.T - I ' I I I : -· '5_. I - '' J_ ,, I 
-· --· -· 
-~ 
--
-
lo13 PRES ;;URE M v. - ) __ l( 
-lo TEMP ERATURE 4 - -t- --~--. -------I ;I 
i il-' ~· i -- +--- 1 
;, lp lf'> , rr ··~ t5 3p 3J I, 4 5 
+ l --t 
. I· + . I~~ .. ~ 0 12.-- r' 1 + '+. *'.,.r~'~. 
... + Philips PR 4040/03 ,,. . ---·---
' 
... -
·). ,'*' I TEMP., • ·+ I . ESS • 23 
' -' 
' ,;'' •+ I . ---;'*'.,. ,. ' 
-
---- -
---~--
'· -----
'" r- ---·- • •+/ .. RUN 33 Sw. No. sJ. I 
·+ I 
.+, I 2 ! 22 11 -· _,.f--.. ' -52 +72 43•2 5 -\3 I *' LB. FT /_ ,. i f.rt _____ - -·----· + 1 M.V. = 4•185 P.S.I. I 
I ,. f 21 
;, 
.f. 
- ' 
,..f "' ·- I 
..... ~~ (,: 'li 20 10 
'.; 
.' J ,. 
I 
t.J. 
.h· 
J 
t~ 
·.~ D 
I 
lf5 p 25 
9 
13 
op 
'f 
I 
I 
I 
! i Ph'.!'.v·i PR · 
I 
11 
10 
) . --------. -'---·----- -- .. --~----_ .. __ ,_ ---·---~-p...:.~_,E_S+-~u .... R_£_._+-M_.v._. -""'1 I 
. · ·s -1-----+-~-+----i.+---7-....;.._+--+~--t----+----+-----t--l.: 
· --
2 
-----.. i .-- i , ----- I___,.. [-·t ·r -~-- +-- i-- · ·· ·,;: -t-• · ,• 11 i · 
1 i l ot+ 1-• • 1 + 
...J.--;~-...L...++-;....j--~--t-·--T-t-· ':----- -.-'-----~ -- --~- ~- - -------i- -- -~ • --· .• - t• : ••:-_rt_ ·- ---~-
' i I ! !_, I i _I iJ~.::~ ·;.::.::.::. . ... : - ·: - . 
li I' I i' '' I lrl' li~ . 
: l , : l '. ~lsTlr~ ~;;,t;fj~o!·~·tcr~r~~~ . : t -- -,------ -~- - 2 
__jll :. ~------r-·-f----J~~.r··~; r-- ~J~· 36 ~---<---- ---
- I u _- i l l<~;}(f' i i I 
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v RESULTS 
Tabulated results are shown in table 5. The recorded results from 
which the values tabulated have been taken are shown for the forty runs 
made in the photographic reproductions of the actual recorder chart 
RUN 1 - RUN 40. Original temperature is the constant temperature of' thermal 
saturation of the furnace and crucible in the pre-run period. The columns 
characteristic temperature and characteristic pressure refer to the 
temperature and pressure values at the maximum point of' the recorded pressure 
curve. These are characteristic of' the apparatus and test procedure and 
are reproducible as long as standard apparatus is used and standard procedure 
followed. They are quantitative and relative values for swelling pressures 
of various coals as the apparatus effects are constant as long as standard 
procedure is used and standard conditions of temperature rise prevail. 
The magnitude of apparatus effects was determined in runs 30-32 in 
waich a button of coke from a previous run was put in the crucible in place 
of the coal sample. The columns headed corrected and actual pressut>e or 
temperature are the result of an endeavour to calculate absolute swelling 
pressures for the coals used and to find the temperatures at which these 
absolui;e pl~essures have a maximum ve,lue. The svvelling munber·s shown are 
those determined in Cl"Ucible swelling tests carried. out concurrently 'I'd th 
the swelling p:t•essure runs as described in the previous section. 
Sample.§.:. y se<l: 
Some difficulty was experienoecl in obtaining coals of swelling n1.1111bers 
3-6.. It will be se(m i;hat some tests were made on mixe<l samples used 
because they were lmown to have swelling numbers in this range. The few 
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results av;;dlable for coals of these swelling munbers leaves a weakness 
in the oent:r;·al range of the crucible swelling number scale1, however, and 
makes correlation of the swelling presst.we properties with the cru.<.-:ible 
swelling nta~ber diffictut. Some r"Uns have a.lso been made on high swelling 
coal in order to compare the irHlicated equivalent swellir1g mu:nber so obtainecl 
with that predicted by Spooner's formula given previously. To assess the 
excEH;s degree to wh:tch these coals swell in comparison with a coal of 
swelling nmnber 9 was the irdtial purpose of the work done. These results 
also eJ~·I;end the rank range cover-ed by the results obtained and are useful 
because of this in consio.er·ing fundamenta.l coal band properties. 
Because the aim has been to establish correlations applioable to the 
New Zealand coal band as a whole, no attempt has been made to assess variations 
in petrography and their possible effect .. It is thought that moat New 
Zealancl coals are petrogra,phioally similar ( 1); for a test af this nt:tture 
to be of any real value any variations in petrogTaphy must have no biassing 
effect. Therefore coals from any source have been acceptable for· subjection 
to the two tests. In fact all coals used have been fl"'om either Greymouth 
or Buller coalfields. 
Similarly because the tests have been made simultaneously the state of 
ageing or weathering of the +7 mesh sample taken has not been of concern, it 
being assumed that this has the same effect on both properties mea,st'"lred .. 
In table 5, where indi.cation of inc:r:-easing sample age is given this refers 
to the age of the -52 +72 and the -72 mesh samples prepared fl"'om the origitJal 
+7 mesh sample. It seems fl"'rn the two series of runs that such ageing tends 
to reduce the swelling pressure developed quite s:i.enif"ic~mtly. However, 
this reduction is not shown by the swelling number, an indication of the 
insensitivity of this test. Sim:lla.rly preheating to elevated tempe::ratm .. es 
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or prolonged preheating at 200°C appears to· alt.er the characteristic 
pressure development of a coal. These effects were not systematically 
investigated, the observations referred to being the result of failw.•e to 
follow standard procedm--e in RUN 25 and RUN 40 respectively. 
Influence· pof· the AP;ea:t:a tus on Recorde(\,-Resul ts 
The apparatus effects present in the results as recorded were assessed 
by dummy r·uns with a pre-coked sample. Fig. 20 shows the presstu•e values 
recorded, taken from RUNS 30, 31, antl 32, versus temperatm•e rise from the 
original temperature. The average value of the slope is 0.171 psi;oc for 
the three runs. The effect is linear for all three runs which is to be 
expected as the effective presstu•e developed must be due to ther~wa eA~ansion 
in the crucible support and piston rod. This effect emphasises the important 
effect of apparatus dimens:i.ons on the characteristic pressure values obtained 
and the shape of the recorded pressure curve. It is also the reason why 
any similar apparatus would have to be of identica.l const:t'Uction if comparable 
results were to be obtained. 
The -Shape of the Reco;:ded -Pr.eB'sure Cm""ves· 
Wi+ll the importance of this thermal expansion effect recognised the 
significance of the shape of the presstu,e ctu--ves obtained can be discussed. 
The initial positive pressure is found to be not wholly due to this thermal 
effect so the coal does develop a positive pressure. By calculation the 
magnitude of the pressure due to the coal sample can be obtained at any 
stage of the rtm Ul) to the stage where the recorded pressure becomes zero 
again, i.e. 
Nett pressure in coal sample == Recorded pl'essure - 0.171 (Temperature 
Original temperature). 
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Performing such calculation gives the figures given in table 5 for 
corrected pressure - nett coal pressut~ at peak recorded pressure; and 
actual maximum pressm·e - the highest nett coal presstu•e develOJ>ed. 
The values in these colunms show much more variation than the character-
istic values as the calculation increases the percentage er:t.•or greatly., 
However t the same general relationship in properties is evid.ent in both 
the characteristic values and those derived from them in this way. The 
negative nett pressUl'e values indicate that the samples have in effect 
shrunk and it is obvious from the sr~,pe of the CUl~e that beyond the recorded 
maximtml pressu.re this shri~ge effect is very sharp and of considerable 
magnitude. 
For most of the coals used the shrir~ge effect reduces the recorded 
pressure to zero progressively from the maximtun., However, for some coals 
an effect is observed, referred to in table 5 as the second peak, which 
indicates that at higher temperatures a change in rate of shrirlimge occurs. 
Indeed for some coals the shrinkage would appear to stop for a time and 
then recommence, the recorded pressut•e going to zero at this stage. This 
second peak effect seems to be more evident in higher rank coals and is 
affected by ageing to a marked degree as shown in RUNS 17-20. The 
temperature at which this secoml peak occurs indicates tha,t it could be due 
to the onset of a rigid coke formation in the crucil)le which prevents fm~ther 
shrinkage. The sudden recommencement of shrinkage may be due to a break-
dowrL in this coke structure by the crushing action of the superimposed 
pressm'e. This would account for the grantua.r non-rigidly coked condition 
of the sample at the end of a run, which se.emed surprising in the case of 
strongly coking coals like Paparoa.. In :runs where no second peak occurs 
shrinkage prior to this coke formation is of sufficient rnagni tude tha,t the 
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coke forw.ation does not cause a pos:i.tive reoorcled pressure to develop. 
This second peak occurs at reproducible temperature values, bu.t its 
magnitude varies considerably from run to run in some coals. 
Comparison with Results of Other Workers 
While no work of exactly the same nature as that undertaken has been 
found in the literature, results from similar apparatus used in investig-
ating rather different problema ca:.n be compared w.:i. th those presented here. 
Nedelmann ( 18), Baum and Heuser ( 19), and Koppens (20) have all worked with 
similar apparatus but in each case the sample has been larger and a 
temperature profile has been impressed on the sample. The measured 
quantity has been the pressUl~e developed in the direction of travel of 
tilis temperature profile. Thus the pressUl'e measured has not been signif-
icant of funclamental coal property changes during carbonisation. The 
results obtained by these workers Show a maximum pressure developed but this 
is not related to sample temperature as no single temperature is represent-
ative of the sample state. Usually the nett pressure developed in the 
sample is plotted against time, the sample being introduced into a preheated 
furnace. Several workers have used percentage swelling urJder controlled 
heating as a measure of swelling properties including use of the Sheffield 
Laboratory Coking Test ( 21) • Results from such tests in which once again 
large samples are used, are frequently given as plots of percentage 
expansion against temperature as the samples were heated at a linear rate 
of temperature increase of 3-5°C per minute. These results show a maximum 
swelling in the range 400-450°C which is a considerably higher temperature 
than has been observed for the maximum swelling pressure in the present work. 
The results given in the literature here cited are comparable with the 
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characteristic values given in table 5 as in every case they are 
characteristic of the particular apparatus and procedure and are not 
corrected for apparatus and procedure effects. Differences in these 
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effects between the apparatus used could accottnt for the differences in 
temperature at which maximum property magnitudes are observed. It is 
more likely, however, that the differences are due to the differences in 
observed property. It seems likely that swelling pressure and swellir.1g 
are not directly related with respect to the temperatures at which they 
occur but that the pressure develops during softening and incipient 
plasticity while swelling occurs at the later stage of maximum fluidity 
and volatile evolution which Spooner (6) and Waters (12) have shown to 
occur together in the 400-500°C temperature range. It is interesting to 
note that Stott ( 13) found. initial reaction under the oxidizing condi tiona 
used in his work to occur in the same temperature range as the maximum 
recorded pressures in this work. The suggestion that swelling pressure 
occurs during softening and incipient plasticity appears to be supported 
by this agreement in temperatures as the oxidation reactions can be 
considered to be favoured by the onset of fluidity. That swelling pressure 
is independent of volatile evolution is shown not only by the swelling 
pressures measured in an apparatus from which the volatiles had free escape 
but also by Brown (22) who showed tha,t solidification occurred before 
maximum volatile evolution for medium and high rank coa.l. 
Fig. 19 shows the rank dependence of the reactions which occv.rred in 
Stott's experiments. Figs 21-25 show the correlation of the pressure and 
temperature values of table 5 with crucible swelling number, which is 
effectively a rank parameter. The dependence of temperature on rank is 
in the same direction and of similar magnitude in the range consiclered. 
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Brown (loc. cit) also shows a temperature rank dependence for ma:x:i.ID1.;l!ll 
and initial fluidity and maximum and initial volatile evolution of similar 
magnitude., The pressures also increase with rank. Sample ageing appears 
to cause an effective rank decrease which is shown by Suggate (1) to be the 
effect of weathering. 
Result Reproducibility 
Values of characteristic pressure are reproducible under standard 
condi tiona to ± 5%. In fig. 21 the values for all runs are plotted, the 
lineal .. regression line is shown and 907~ confidence lirn:t ts drawn in. All 
the values outsic~ these confidence li~~ts have been subject to non-standard 
con(li..tions of testing, i.e. in sample age or in heating. All the otheX' 
values listed in table 5 anrl shovm in figs 22-24 are derived from this 
basic pressure measurement either by their relationship to it or by calcul-
ation and tl1ey are correspondingly less precise~ 
RUN 39 shows the erro:t"' in pressure value recorded whioh can be 
expected from bridge variation, i.e. ± 1.42 psi. The percentage error 
introduced by this at lmv pressm .. es is very great and combined with the 
apparatus effect could give a considerable re~::mlta.nt error in the actual 
pressure values obtained. From the slope values shown in fig. 20 it can 
be seen that an er:t'Or of 1~ could occur in the value of the apparatus 
effect estimated for a particular run.. The tempel~attu,es at which these 
actual pressures occur are similarly less reproducible than the temperatur·es 
for peak recordetl pressul."'es. 
The repl'Oducilbili ty of the temperature versus time cn.1rve has been 
comm.ented on previously .. It should be pointed ou·t, however, that due to 
thermocouple failw."'e after several runs it was necessary to replace the 
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thermocouple periodically. Such replacement had no noticeable effect 
on the shape of the curve or on the reproducibility of temperature values 
given in table 5. This indicates that no stray current effects influenced 
the temperatures recorded by the thermocouple and that the pressure effects 
observed did occur at what appear to be lower temperatures than may have 
been expected from the percentage swelling results previously referred to. 
This consideration is especially important in the case of nett swelling 
pressures in the coal. The results show that the maximum value for this 
pressure occurs at tem-peratures as low as 210°0 which is much too low for 
volatile evolution or any of the changes accompanying it to be responsible 
for the swelling pressure. In the apparatus used the escape of gas is 
facilitated so this does not affect the pressure recorded. 
A fUrther demonstration of the accuracy of the temperatures recorded 
is given in RUNS 35 and 36. In the pre-run period the thermocouple in 
the piston shows a higher steady state temperature than that under the 
crucible. This indicates the effect on the indicated temperature from 
the crucible thermocouple of its hot junction position with respect to the 
crucible base. It was not actually embedded in the metal, only touching 
it. In comparison the piston thermocouple hot junction was brazed into 
the piston face, an integral part of the metal. At the steady state 
conditions existing in the pre-run period both temperatures could be 
expected to be the same. In fact the difference is 6°0. This difference 
can be considered to be a constant error in the temperature values recorded 
during runs. It is, not significant, however, in discrediting conclusions 
that pressure effects occur at much lower temperatures than swelling effects 
do. Table 6 shows the values, taken from RUNS 35 and 36, for the 
temperatures at the two thermocouple positions as a run proceeds. 
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RUN 36 RUN 3S 
T1 T2 T1-T2 T1 T2 Ti'-T2 
236.S°C 236.S°C 0°C 230.S°C 227°C 
0 
-3.S 0 
2S9°C 261°C 2°C 242°C 238.S°C 
0 
-3.5 c 
288°C 296°C 8°0 260°C 260°C 0°C 
333°C 34lJ.o5°C 11.S°C 294°C 296°C 2°C 
38S°C 403°C 18°C 337°C 342°C 4.S°C 
4ll-1 °C 468.S°C 27 .S°C 387°C 401°C 14°C 
soo c S37 .S°C 37 .5'0 4ll-7 .S°C 468°C 20.S°C 
S71°C 622°C S1°C S07 .S°C 539 .S°C 32°C 
66S.S°C 730°C 6S.S°C 582.S°C 62S°C 42.S°C 
787°C 872°C 8S°C 
These runs were made in the first place to endeavour to find the 
accuracy of the assumption that the sample was a unitemperate mass. It 
is evident that as the temperature increases this assumption becomes less 
valid. This is due partly to the es·tablishment of transient heat 
conduction through the crucible sample assembly and the effects of changes 
in rate of heat loss from the sample area as the temperature increases. 
That the upper sample temperature lags behind the base temperature to a 
greater degree as the temperature increases is to be expected in view of 
Millard's ( 14) findings concerning the increasing degree of endotherrnicity 
of the carbonising reactions up to about 6S0°C. Differences between the 
two runs above are due to temperature differences at the connnencement of 
the runs. 
Conversion of the milli-voltage values recorded to temperatures was 
made using standard tables (7). The temperature corresponding to a given 
m illi-voltage value was readily obtained to an accuracy of.± 0.2SOC. The 
pressure recording system used was sensitive to.± 0.2S psi as discussed 
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under the section, Apparatus-Mcxiif'ication. 
The Effect of the Temperature Profile in the Sample 
The increasing magnitude of the range of temperature in the sample 
has little effect on the usefUlness or reproducibility of the characteristic 
pressure and temperature values obtained :f'rcm the apparatus, as long as its 
effect on them is reproducible. It could, however, influence the absolute 
values obtained qy attempts to eliminate such apparatus and procedure effects 
:f'rom the recorded results. In appendix 1 an analytical determination of 
the temperature profile detail is given. This shows that under the assumed 
conditions of the analysis the edge effects in the 11 flat" sample are small 
and that heating is effectively from the base of the crucible. Conse~ently 
the temperature profile effectively moves vertically from the crucible base 
through the sample to the piston. Under these conditions the swelling 
pressure measured is the maximum pressure in the sample as it has been shown 
by Koppers (loc. cit) and others that the swelling pressure is developed in 
the direction of travel of the temperature profile in the coalo The 
~estion to be decided is if this pressure is in effect the hydrostatic 
pressure within the plastic layer of coal during carbonisation or if it is 
merely a pressure characteristic of the coal being carbonised in the specified 
apparatus under the specified conditions. Brown ( 22) shows: 
(a) that the plastic layer in a carbonising coal mass is very narrow; 
(b) that the temperature profile through this plastic layer is very steep. 
Nadziakiewicz while agreeing about the temperature gradient suggests a much 
thicker plastic layer occurs. As discussed previously, Nadziakiewicz and 
Callcott and Innes (23) used penetration plastameters which appear liable 
to give these greater thickness determinations because they do not differen-
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tiate between the actively decomposing fluid zone and the softeni.ng and 
:l.ncipient decomposition of the coal on the colder face of the plastic layer. 
Considering these facts it seems reasonable to consider ~1at the apparatus 
used here gives absolute pressure values which are the pressures actw.•,lly 
developeri in t..l:i.e plastio zone during carbonisation. The sample is 10 mm 
thick and the temperature gradient through the sample in the region of 
fluidity is not great enottgh for the sample to be considered as anyth:i.ng 
but a homogeneous small volwne of coal being subjected to progressive 
carbonisation conditions. 
Magn:l tude of Absolute P_;:essUX'e Val.ue~ 
The absolute pressure values obtained range from zero. to 8.,00 psi 
with an apparent minimum - fig. 22 - at 4-5 on the Swelling Number Scale .. 
This is a rather unexpected featul~e of the results obtainerl and could. be 
due to the scant experimental values in this central region of the correl·-
ation of swelling pressure and swelling number. 
swelling nmnber of 8.5-9 d.o not exceed 3.50 psi. 
The valut~s up to a 
This is of interest in 
that the Christohw."ch Gas Company acceptathis as the limiting coal swelling 
m:vnber for satisfactory operation in their intermittent "Tertj.cal retorts .. 
Lambert et al (24) in tests to destruction on commercial plant found that 
an actual pressw.~e of 2&0 psi at the walls was limiting for safe operation. 
The values for absolute swelling obtained in the present work seem reasonable 
in the light of Lambert's work as bulk effects in comrnercia.l plant and the 
opportuni~J of limited plastic layer flow would almost oer~qinly reduce 
the plastic layer pressure transmission to the wallse 
In discussions w-lth Christchurch Gas Company laboratory staff the 
author came to the opinion that the Cl"Uaible swelling numbel" apparatus 
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being used in their laboratory was not giving reproducible results as 
no standardisation of rate of heating was made. In tests on the same 
coals the author obtained buttons up to 1~&-2 swelling numbers g.L~eater 
than the Company's apparatus gave .. In these tests the author's apparatus 
was standardised immediately prior to the test0 This means that the 
Christchurch. Gas Company could be carbonising coals of much greater 
swell:tng properties than coals of swelling number 9 .. The steepness of 
the swelling pressure increase in the >9 region indicates, however, that 
9++ coals give pressures twice as great as those for 9 swelling number, so 
it is unlikely that 9++ coals have eveJ."' been used as no serious damage has 
occurred to their plant. If the equivalent swelling numbers predicted by 
Spooner's formula, figs 6-8 in section II, are an acoUl~ate in~tcation of 
relative swelling properties the ti-2 discrepancy would allow a 9+ coal to 
be taken as a 9 coal however, which,indicates that swelling pressUl~es of 
4.0-4.50 psi are tolerable, fig. 24. Hence if Lambert's 2.00 psi value 
at the wall is applicable to the Com~'s plant the reduction in trans-
mitted pressure is considerably greater, up to 5q%, if the absolute pressures 
given in table 5 are the pressures actually developed in t.b.e plastic layer .. 
Equivalent SwelliJ!tLNumbers of 9+ 9++ andu9±:+± Coals Predicted by Results 
Rt~ 37 and RUN 38 are for Paparoa coal of swelling number 9+~ the values 
of pressure and temperature for these runs plotted on the correlating curves 
of figs 22-25 predict equivalent swelling numbers of 11-r~, 10!, 13i, and 13 
respectively. The average value is 13, a rather larger equivalent swelling 
number than is predicted by figs 6-8. The 1~ value makes this average 
as low as it is and it appears certain that the equivalent swelling numbers 
+ ++ +++ 1 for 9 9 and 9 are greater than 11, 122 , and 15-k. In figs 6-8 the 
plotted points for New Zealand coals do fall to the rlght of the curve 
and so these larger va1U<9s may have been expected. The 1~- value 
predicted from fig. 23 is possibly the result of the considerable scatter 
of values at swelling ntu11ber ~ on this particular plot. These higher 
equivalent swelling numbers mean that the pressure reduction in commercial 
plant is even greater, or that the 2.0 psi value for dangerous wall pressure 
is not applicable to the plant considered here. 
Correlation with BSS 1016 Swelling Number S~~ 
Figs 22-25 show respectively correlations of recorded peak pressure, 
temperature at which this pressure occurs, maximum nett pressure in the 
coal sample, and temperature at which this maximum press'l..lre occurs with 
the Swelling Number Soale of BSS 1016 (2). 
The values outside the 90>~ confidence limits of fig. '21 are for runs 
in Which non-standard conditions were used. 
these runs h~ve been discarded in figs 22-25. 
The corresponding values for 
Further analysis showed 
that the data of fig. 21 is more closely cor~elated by an exponential 
function, fig. 22, but that this makes no alteration to the usefulness of 
fig. 21 as a criterion for excluding from further consideration runs outside 
the 90;& confidence limits. C or:rela tions using higher powers of' the 
independent variable - swelling number - give no improvement in correlation, 
table 6. Table 6 also shows the summarised correlation data from which 
the decision on the form of the correlations drawn in figs 23-25 was llk1.de. 
For all the correlated properties except recorded pressure third or fou1~h 
order functions give the best agreement with the plotted data .. 
Table 6 
SUMMARY OF CORr'lELATION DATA 
Dependent Variable 
y 
Recorded Pressure 
fig. 21 
fig.. 22 
Charac·teristic 
Temperature 
fig.. 23 
Nett Sample Pressure 
fig. 24 
Corrected Temperature 
Equation of Correlation 
y = 7. 75 + 1.,6q.x 
y::: 9.67 + o.62x + 9.92x2 
_ 8 68 o.1ox Y- .. e 
y = 285.55 + 9.61x 
2 
y = 351 .55 - 25 .46x + 3 .42x 
Y= 199.61 + 5.41x 
2 fig. 25 y = 215.411-- 2.99x + o .. 82x 
C orJ.~ela tion 
CoefficientR 
0.91 
0 .. 93 
0.73 
0.32 
o.85 
0.85 
Note: x = Swelling Nu.rnber = Independent Variable. 
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rr:::;;)2 
J~ 
26 .. 79 
16.66 
1.,00 
o.88 
10,.00 
9.38 
However, the equations for powers of x greater than two are not 
satisfactory as coroc-elations as they are influenced by data scatter having 
several inflexion points and turning points. Therefore,the correlations 
shown are in every case of power less than or equal to two or exponential, 
according to which gives the best co!'l~elation .. 
In fig. 23 the equation in table 6 is ~1own as the continuous line. 
The turni~g point is due to the scatter of data at swelling number two an«l 
it is considered that the dotted line is the more likely form of the curve 
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if such scatter, due to experimental error, was not present, cf. fig. 25. 
The exponential functional relationShip found for the recorded pressure 
is considered to be the re~ult of the apparatus and procedure effects 
discussed previously. These effects are not present in the values of 
the other properties correlated. 
It should be noted that the greatest; contribution to the standard 
error terms comes from plotted data in the 4.5-8.0 swelling number range 
vfnere there is a lack of data. The sea tter and weighting effect of the 
many plot·ted points at swelling numbers of 2.,0 and 8 .. 5 are responsible 
for this. 
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VI CONCLUSIONS 
The apparatus used appears to offer a means of quantitative assessment 
of the swelling properties of coal of much greater usefulness than the 
present Crucible Swelling Test. Some of the uncertainty evident in the 
forms of the pressure and temperature correlations with swelling number are 
attributable to the uncertainty associated with assessing the swelling 
numbers from the buttons obtained. This is especially true of successive 
runs with the same sample, when significant changes in swelling pressure 
occur but no observable change in swelling number. 
Results obtained from the apparatus are comparable in reproducibility 
with those of other workers using similar testing devices and also with ~~e 
results from any testing of such a complex substance as coal. 
Deduced and calculated quantities are rather less reproducible, however, 
as they are subject to accumulated errors from several sources, the calcul-
ation often involving the differencing of quite large values to obtain a 
small resultant absolute figureo Despite these increasing errors oorrel-
ating functions have been found which fit the data significantly, correlation 
coefficients of between 0.80 and 0.90 being obtained. The unprocessed 
results in terms of maximum recorded pressure correlate with swelling number 
exponentially with a correlation coefficient of 0.92. The other correlations 
are of second order in x - swelling nwnber - and it is concluded that the 
'i'' 
swelling properties bear a second order reaction to swelling number, the 
exponential form of the other correlation being due to superimposed effects 
peculiar to the apparatus and test procedure. The shape of the volume 
increase versus swelling number curve is also a second order cu~ve, fig. 6. 
It has been shown that not only does the maximum pressure produced bear 
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this relatio:nship to swelling number but al::.o that the ten1pe:t•ature at 
whic:h swelling pressures rea.oh a max:bnu:m ino:r·eases wi i;h swelling nuwbe:t', 
i.e. witb_ rank, as swelling :rrumber i.s a rank indioatit·1g property., 
The temr-:era.tures at which maxi:rnurn swelling occurs range f:t"'om .200°C 
0 
to 350 C. Thi:::. dependencE:! of temperatur·e on :t'ank is of signif':i canoe in 
coal u'l~ilization problems such a.s cm~1)onisation awl briquetti:ng especially 
if the development of swelling pressur·e is inuioa.ti ve of softening and 
inci.pient plasticity. The swelling pressures observ('d occur at temperatul~es 
much lower· than was expected indic:atil'lg tha 1:; swelling pressure and swelling, 
though associated properties, do not occur togethel'e Swelling occurs at 
a higher temperature than swelling pressure and is more dependent on volatile 
e.Yolution. Swelling pressures appear at temperatures knom1 to be only 
slightly above the softening temperatures and appear to be indepentlent of 
volatile evolution throlJ.gh the plastic coal. 
It has been shmm that the periocl dwing which pressure is developed 
is fc1llowed by a contraction in the coal sample and then solid coke for-mation. 
This contraction is qtt:Lte sudden and of consider·able magnitude. This 
contraction of the charge in e:arbonisation plant could account i:n part for 
the reduction in pressure between the plastic layer end the wall. It is 
considered that the absolute pressurefl developed by the coal, in. the tests 
made is the pressure in the plastic layer during carbonisstio:n .. The values 
obtained for coals known to have been coked in oomroercial intermittent 
vertical retorts are twice as large as the acceptecl dangerous pressm.•e at 
the walls of such plant. It is concluded that a considerable pret1stu.•e 
recluction occurs due in part to the shrinkage mentionec1 and i:n part to 
permeation of the plastic zone injco the mier-o-fissm~es aml macro pores of 
the uncarbonised coal charge$ A certain pressure reduction will also 
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occur because of the cools flui<li ty .. 
Correlations of pressm•es and tempera.t.ul'es measured. with swelling 
number have been extrapolated beyond 9 on a linearly extended swelling 
++ 
number scale and from :rtllls with a cool of 9 coke button the equi.valen.t 
swelling m:m~ber has been fm.mcl to be 13. This value is thou~1t to be 
lower than it might be because of one ver~ low contributory estimate, 
attributed to data soatte:r· and unequal weighting. The value 13-1~ agrees 
with values predicted. by formulae relating ultimate analysis and percentage 
swelling. 
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VII THI~ COURSF; OF ·FUTURE WOHK 
What has been done with the appa,ra.tus thus far opens up the possibi-
lities of both immediate application a,s a swelling property measuring 
d(wice am1 also use in conjunction with other techniques in eluciclati:ng 
the course of softening, plasticity, volatile evolution and .coke formation 
in a mass of coe.l subjected to carbor1isation. 
The appara.tus could be used without further modification for the fh'•st 
appl:i.cation, peak recorded p:t•essure bei:ng used as the criterion of swelling 
properties .. 
To make it of maximum value in the more fundamental application, the 
elimination of the therrnal expansion effect on recorded p:t•essure values from 
the apparatus would be desire,ble. Recorded pressm•es would then be the 
pressure due to the coal alone and the uncertainty involvecl i:n calculation 
would be eliminated. 
Identification of the changes occ~urring at a particular point in the 
pl'essure curve could be attempted using solvent e:xtraction ancl plastometer 
techniques. Such techniques may similarly eluci<1ate the rank d,ependence 
of swelling properties fotu1d in this work. 
The apparatus could also be used in conjunction w:t.th carbonisi:ng tests 
to determine the effect of bulk density, imposed pressLU'e and rate of 
heating on the quality of coke obtained. The effect of rate of heatine; 
would require a major modification in the form of a variable constant rate 
temperature controller like that used by the c.s.I.R.o., fig. 27. 
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SYMBOLS USED 
cons-tant 
cross-sectional area, in2 
constant 
-" Young's Modulus, lb in <-
% composition hydrogen 
gauge constant 
coefficient of thermal comluct:tvity 
number of observations 
% cornposi tion mcygen 
pressure, psi 
re ;3i stance, ohms 
coreela·tion coeffici,ent 
0 tempera tm~e, C 
time, hrs 
im1ependent variable swelling number 
dependent variable 
mean value of y 
temperature coeffio:tent of resist::mce, oh.m.s/ohrr/'c 
semdtivity 
fraction of total time, sees/sec 
force, lbs 
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APPENDIX 1 
Temperature Distribution in the Sample 
The following is an attempt to determine the shape of' the temperature 
profile in the sample, referred to earlier. T11e relaxation solution has 
been done for the sample when the crucible base temperature is 400°C and the 
temperature difference across the sample is 1.5°C. This is ~lso in the 
temperature range at which the swelling and pressure properties are of 
interest and it is known that fluidity is approaching a. maximum.. However, 
the temperature profile will be similar at different overall temperature 
differences. 
A network of radial lines and eight concentric circles has been 
considered. Fig. 26 shows the cross-section through the sample with 
relaxation temperatures in one half of' the figure and isotherms drawn in the 
other.. It has been assumed tha. t: 
(1) the temperature at a. particular value of nand his the same at any such 
cross-section·- giving only four temperatures in the left-hand side of the 
relaxing equation :f'Gr T0 , the temperature at an interstice of the network. 
(2) the metal surfaces in contact with the sample are isothernu~l surfaces, 
the sides and base being at the crucible base temperature, the upper surface 
at the piston centre temperature. This is done in view of the high k values 
for mild steel and cast iron and the fact that an air gap exists between 
crucible and piston at A - in fig. 26. 
(3) the coefficient of thermal conductivit,y k has been assumed constant and, 
as implied in (2), significantly smaller thank for cast iron or steel .. 
X ( For the network rm = nx ± 2 for the cross-sectional area Ar = rm8) 
between grid interstices in the radial direction of heat transfer and Lr = x 
in this direction. For vertical heat transfer Av 
The characteristic grid length x is talcen as f2 in., 
The relaxing equation is then given by 
= 0 
APPENDIX 2 
A Forumla Relatinfi Ulti!OO>te Ana~is !_ith Swelling ProJ?erti~s for 
New Zealand Coals 
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Efforts to find a formtila similar to that of Spooner, p.,!+, but oon~el>:tting 
ultimate analysis of New Zealand coals to percentage swelling, showed that 
no satisfactory formula existe1l,. It is t.hough.t that the problem lies in 
the adoption of Spooner's percentage swelling figures at given crucible 
swelling nwnbers as the basis for derivation. As d..i..soussed previously the 
swelling test was devised for Bri t:tsh coals and the repression. of free swelling 
at and above swelling numbers of 6! seems to be more important for New Zealand 
coals .. For a similar formula to be obtained a basis of peroen·tage swelling 
arrived at from considering New Zealand coals swelling freely, i.e. not coke 
button volumes, would seem necessar,y. 
